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Reading 

The children have received reading books and 

reading diaries, reading should be completed at 

least three times a week and recorded, I will 

check on Friday and give out some special 

stickers: D  

 

PE 

We have our PE lessons on a Friday, please 

come in wearing your kits on these days ☺  

 

Forest school 

Our forest school sessions are: Wednesdays- 

29 Sept, 13 Oct, 3, 17 Nov, 1, 15 Dec, please 

wear appropriate forest school clothing on these 

days including wellies and waterproofs.  

 

Homework ( 2 weeks )  

Our topic in History this term is Romans in 

the South West, could you make a Roman 

shield to display in the classroom?  

We have been practicing our handwriting 

using this video so you can try at home if 

you want Cursive Handwriting - How to Write 

the Alphabet - With Instructions - YouTube 

 

 

 

 Ryan for such a great attitude to learning 

this week 

Value of the Week- Osgar for showing the 

value of friendship by helping people with 

their work 

Rockstar of the week- Primrose 

Numbotter of the week-  Oliver 
 

 
Our attendance last week was 98% 

Well done Goodshelter – lets keep this up! 

 

Dear parents, 

What a brilliant second week back, oh my we have been so busy in 

Goodshelter! 

In Science this week the year 3’s and 4’s started their new topic on 

plants, we discussed different uses for plants including medicine 

and food. We also talked about how some plants are edible and 

some are now. After that we became botanical artists, using some 

inspiration from famous botanical artist Pierre Jean Francois 

Turpin we drew our very own flowers making sure we really 

focussed on the detail and annotated using scientific vocabulary. 

The year 2’s went to have their science lesson with Mrs Brown 

where they started their topic on seasons, they drew what 

happens in each of the four seasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Geography this week we have been learning all about counties and 

cities. We used our atlases to find Europe, England and then Devon. We 

learnt some names of the different counties in England and then had a 

go at labelling them ourselves.  

 

 

 

 

We have started our new unit of maths this week, which is place value, 

year 2’s have been using their place value knowledge to count in tens 

and identify tens in different representations. Year 3’s has been looking 

at 100’s and how they can split 100 in different ways.  

Have a lovely and restful weekend. 

Miss Alen 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVf-LnFmt-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVf-LnFmt-U


 


